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The following questions were raised with respect to subject IFIB/RFP. Responses are to provide
clarification.

Question
1. Part 1 Bidding Instruction / Point 4
ELIGIBILITY (b) – Working in the required
field of study and legally authorized to operate
in the United States of America, at the time of
bidding.
What does "legally authorized to operate in
USA" mean for company from other country
(Poland), what requirements should we fulfil?
2. Annex A to Statement of Work - Best value
criteria for ...
is the NATO/national SECRET security
clearances (or higher) mandatory or preferable
with reference to the value you've decided to
apply (from 1 to 5 points)
3. Annex D / Point 3 DEFINITIONS (c)
Is the form of employment defined for
contractor personnel?
Do we need to use the same template or just
copy paste the content in the enclosure that in a
word document or edit the PDF and submit the
same forms?
Do we have any page limits for the entire
proposal submission?
Do we need to just fill the enclosure form, or we
should just use the format of the enclosure
form?

Response
A: This could vary by nation; in general if a
company is deemed responsible it its home
nation and its key proposed personnel have
the appropriate work visas upon arrival in the
US, there is not an issue. Further information
on specific requirements should be requested
from the U.S. Department of Commerce.

A: The NATO/National SECRET clearance
is preferred and therefore will receive
additional points for consideration; however,
it is not a mandatory requirement.

A: No. The form of employment is between
the company and the employee/subcontractor. HQ SACT does not
A: Either is acceptable as long as the
information is provided.

A: No
A: Either is acceptable as long as the
information is provided.

